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Completing the Job: Multidisciplinary
Effort Restores Form and Function,
Improves Patients' Quality of Life
by Beth Notzon

uccessful cancer

treatment once meant

simply that the disease
had been eradicated and

the patient survived-no matter
how disfigured or disabled they
may have become. More and

more, however, cancer therapies

are taking into account the
preservation and reconstruction
of function and appearance.

Geoffrey Robb, M.D., who chairs the
Department of Plastic Surgery at The
University of Texas M. D. Anderson
Cancer Center, observed chat when
disfigurement and defects threaten a
patient's quality of life, "We may have
treated that person for their cancer, but
we didn't complete the job. We want to
see to it that a patient doesn't stand out
in line at the grocery store-that they
don't frighten people, don't frighten
their grandchildren." Dr. Robb summed
up the mission of plastic surgeons at
M. 0. Anderson in plain terms: "It is
to restore the patient's facial contour,
breast contour, or extremity contour and
(Continued on next page)

Dr. James Lemon, a professor in the
Department of Head and Neck Surgery,
holds a prosthetic ear designed tO replace
the one that patient- lost
tO cancer.
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